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Synopsis
The purpose of this paper is to give universal bounds for the order of the Postnikov &-invariants of
infinite loop spaces. This is done by giving universal bounds for the order of the ^-invariants of
m-connected r-fold loop spaces in dimensions = r + 2m. An application of the result provides
information on the Hurewicz homomorphism between the algebraic K-theory of a ring and the
homology of its general linear group.

0. Introduction
Let A' be a connected simple CW-complex and let X[n] denote the n-th Postnikov
section of X: X[n] is a CW-complex obtained from X by adjoining cells of
dimension ^n + 2, such that jr,Jf[n] = 0 for i > n and ^r,Jf[n] = jztX for i g n. The
Postnikov A:-invariants kn+1(X) of X are maps X[n - l]-» K(jtnX, n + 1) and thus
cohomology classes in Hn+1(X[n — 1]; nnX), for n ^ 2 . All spaces we consider in
this paper are connected CW-complex.es.
It is well known that the ^-invariants of H-spaces of finite type (i.e. having
finitely generated integral homology groups in each dimension) are of finite order
(cf. [7, Theoreme 6] or [1, Proposition 4.1]). We are interested in the order of the
k-invariants of iterated loop spaces, but we do not assume that the spaces we are
looking at are of finite type. In [2, Section 1] we have proved that the order of the
^-invariants of connected infinite loop spaces is finite and we have given upper
bounds for them. The purpose of the present paper is to provide a more general
and more precise result.
We consider r-fold iterated loop spaces instead of infinite loop spaces and, in
Section 1, we define positive integers 5, (for / e Z) with the following property:
THEOREM

0. If X is an m-connected r-fold loop space (m ^ 0, r ^ 0), then

This assertion produces a universal bound, Sn_m, for the order of the
fc-invariant kn+1{X) of all m-connected r-fold loop spaces X, assuming 2 ^ n ^
r + 2m.
In Section 2 we show that, if we restrict our attention to simply connected
spaces, the bound Sn_m is the "best possible" in the following sense: let m ^ 1 and
n ^ 2 be given integers; then, for each prime p dividing £„_„,, there exists an
m-connected infinite loop space A'such that its A:-invariant kn+1{X) is an element
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of order p in H" (X[n - 1]; nnX) (cf. Theorem 2.1). We consider also the case
where m = 0: Theorems 2.4 and 2.6 determine the "best" upper bound (in the
same sense) for the order of the ^-invariant kn+l(X) when X ranges over all
connected r-fold loop spaces (for 2 ^ n ^ r), but it turns out that this bound is in
general smaller than Sn.
Our results provide in particular (the "best") universal bounds for the order of
all ^-invariants of infinite loop spaces (cf. Corollaries 1.9 and 2.5); they are better
than those given in [2, Theorem 3].
Finally, we study some consequences of our main theorems in Section 3. For
instance, we obtain information on the Hurewicz homomorphism between the
algebraic ^-theory of a ring R and the homology of its general linear group (cf.
Corollary 3.4).
1. Universal bounds for the order of the Ac-invariants of iterated loop spaces

In this section we want to establish our main result (Theorem 1.6): we shall
exhibit universal bounds for the order of the first fc-invariants of iterated loop
spaces. We start by recalling the following assertion on the stable homology of
Eilenberg-MacLane spaces.
DEFINITION 1.1. For / = 1, let Af, denote the product of all prime numbers
^ 0 7 2 ) + l(M x = l).
LEMMA 1.2. For any abelian group G and for each integer s ^ 2 one has

for

s<i<2s.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of [4, Expose 11, Theoreme 2].
In order to generalise this result, we look at spaces with finitely many
non-trivial homotopy groups.
DEFINITION

1.3. Njih : = IlLo Afy_*, for

j>h^O.

LEMMA 1.4. Let X be an (s — \)-connected CW-complex (s = 2) and assume
there exists an integer ts^s such that ntX = 0 for i > t. Then

ift<i<2s.
Proof. Let i be an integer satisfying t<i<2s.
If t = s, then X is an
Eilenberg-MacLane space and the result is given by Lemma 1.2. Thus we may
suppose t >s. For k = 1, 2, . . . , t — s, we consider the fibration
K(ns+kX, s + k)-*X[s + k]^>X[s + k - 1],
whose Serre spectral sequence provides the exact sequence
H,(K(ns+kX, s + k); Z)^Ht(X[s

+ k]; Z)-+Ht(X[s + k - 1]; Z),

since i < 2s. Observe that for k = l, X[s + k - 1] = X[s] = K{nsX, s), and recall
that, by Lemma 1.2, Mi-sH,(X[s\, I) = 0 and Mj_s
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k = l,2, . . . ,t — s. We conclude by induction that Mi_sMi^s_1 . . .
]; I) = 0. Because X[t] = X, we have Ni_Stt_sHi(X; Z) = 0.

Since the it-invariant kn+1(X) of a CW-complex X belongs to the cohomology
of a space with finitely many non-trivial homotopy groups, X[n — 1], the previous
lemma enables us to prove our main result.
1.5. 5,: = IK=2 Mk for j S 2 and 5,: = 1 for j = 1.
When / = 2, note that a prime number p divides 5; if and only if
DEFINITION

p ^ - + 1; therefore the product of all prime factors of S, is Mj.
THEOREM 1.6. Let X be an m-connected CW-complex (m = 0). If X is an r-fold
loop space (r = 0), i.e. X — QrY for some CW-complex Y, then

(The statement of this theorem is valid without any finiteness condition on X.)
Proof. Because X is m-connected, it is clear that k"+l(X) = 0 for 2 ^ n ^
m +1. Thus, we may consider dimensions n with m + 2 = n = r + 2m (in
particular, we suppose r + m = 2). It follows from the homotopy equivalence
X — Q T that JinX = Jtn+rY and that the &-invariants of X are related to those of
Y by the formula
(o*)r(k"+r+\Y)) = kn+\X),
where (o*)r: Hn+r+l(Y[n + r - 1]; « B Jf)-*H" +1 (Jf[« - 1]; JtnX) is the r-fold iterated cohomology suspension [9, p. 438]. Note that we may assume Y is
(m + reconnected. Applying Lemma 1.4 to the space Y[n + r - 1] by setting
s = m + r + 1 and t = n +r — 1 (f = s = 3 because n = m + 2, r + m ^ 2 ) we
obtain:
N,_m_r_1,n_m_2/f,(y[n + r - 1]; Z) = 0,
for n + r — l<i<2m + 2r + 2, in particular for j = n + r and i = n + r + 1 since
n = r + 2m. Therefore, we deduce from the universal coefficient theorem that the
group Hn+r+l{Y[n + r- l];jtnX) has finite exponent which is bounded by
/cm(Nn_m_i,n_m_2, ^-m.n-m-2) = /cm(M 1 M 2 ... Mn_m_u M2M3... Mn_m) = Sn_m.
Consequently, Sn_mkn+r+l(Y) = 0 and
Sn_mkn+\X)

= (o*Y(Sn_mk"+r+\Y))

= 0.

Remark 1.7. In the case r = 0, the assertion of the theorem is the following: if
X is an m-connected CW-complex (with m = 1), then
Sn_mkn+\X)

= 0,

for2 = n = 2m.

Remark 1.8. This result (for r = 0) is wrong if n>2m: in this case, kn+1(X)
may be of infinite order. Assume for instance that n = 2m + 1 where m is an odd
integer, and take a generator a of the infinite cyclic direct summand of the group
//2m+2(K(Z, m + ! ) ; z ) ; t hen consider or as a map K(Z, m + 1)^ K(Z, 2m + 2),
and call X its fibre: X is an m-connected space with only two non-trivial
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homotopy groups and its unique ^-invariant is kn+1(X) = a, which is of infinite
order. For this reason the argument of the proof of Theorem 1.6 is false without
the hypothesis n ^ r + 2m: the order of the &-invariant k"+r+1(Y) may be infinite
if n > r + 2m.
The conclusion of Theorem 1.6 produces in particular universal bounds for the
order of all ^-invariants of infinite loop spaces:
COROLLARY

1.9. If X is an m-connected infinite loop space, then
Sn_mkn+1(X) = 0 for all

n^2.

Remark 1.10. If we consider the case m = 0, we will obtain better results
(cf. Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 2.5) than those given by Theorem 1.6 and
Corollary 1.9.
2. The "best" universal bound
The previous section provides an upper bound for the order of some
it-invariants of iterated loop spaces; our objective now is to discuss the prime
factorisation of this bound. We start with the simply connected case.
THEOREM

p^

2.1. Let m ^ l and n § 2 be given integers. For each prime number

h i , there exists an m-connected infinite loop space X such that its

k-invariant kn+1(X) is a cohomology class of order p in Hn+l(X[n — 1]; nnX).
Proof. Let p be a prime ^ ( n —m)/2 + l, and let us define s : = n — 2p + 3;
notice that n > j ^ m + l § 2 . The Steenrod operation P1: Hs(-; Zip)-*
Hn+1(—;Z/p) is a stable cohomology operation, i.e. corresponds to an infinite
loop map K(Z/p, s)^> K(Z/p, n + 1); if p = 2 we interpret Pl as Sq2. The fibre X
of this map is an (s — l)-connected (with s - l ^ m ) infinite loop space with only
two non-trivial homotopy groups. Its unique ^-invariant is the cohomology class
corresponding to P1 in Hn+1(K(Z/p, s);Z/p); it is non-trivial since j § 2 .
Remark 2.2. We know from Theorem 1.6 that the integer 5 n _ m is an upper
bound for the order of the &-invariant kn+1(X) of all m-connected r-fold loop
spaces X, assuming 2 ^ n 2 = r + 2m. For simply connected spaces, Theorem 2.1
provides the desired answer to the question we discuss in this section: if m i? 1,
then the upper bound 5 n _ m is the "best possible" in the following sense: if a prime
p divides £„_„,, there exists an m-connected r-fold loop space X (actually an
m-connected infinite loop space X) with k"+1(X) of order p.
We call this bound the "best possible", because we shall see later (cf. Remark
3.2) that, if we consider a A:-invariant of finite order, we are essentially interested
in the prime factors of its order (and not in the order itself).
Now it remains to look at the case m = 0, for which the statement of Theorem
1.6 is the following: if A' is a connected r-fold loop space (with r ^ 2 ) , then
Snkn+1(X) = 0 for 2 ^ n ^ r . But here the universal bound Sn is not the "best
possible". For example, if X is a connected double loop space, Theorem 1.6 (with
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isfies 2k (X) = 0; but we show in [3] that in fact
k\X) = 0.
The main result of [3] is a generalisation of this: let n be an integer such that
n/2 + 1 is a prime number, and assume that X is a connected n-fold loop space
such that ntX = 0 for 1< i < n (i.e. X[n - 1] = K{JIXX, 1)), then the first
non-trivial A;-invariant of X is kn+\X) e Hn+l{K(n1X, \);nnX) and it follows
from Lemma 1.2 and the proof of Theorem 1.6 that Mnkn+\X) = 0, but the
conclusion of [3] is

This enables us to modify the assertion of Theorem 1.6 when m = 0. Recall that
a prime p divides Sn if and only if p ^ n/2 + 1.
DEFINITION 2.3. For n ^ 2,

- ._{ 5 "/(^ + 1 )' if2* + 1
(^5W,

isa rime

P

'

otherwise.

A prime number p divides Sn if and only if p <n/2 + 1 (for instance S2 = 1);
therefore the product of all prime divisors of Sn is Mn_,.
THEOREM

2.4. If X is a connected r-fold loop space (with r^2), then
Snkn+\X)

=0

Proof. It is sufficient to consider integers n for which p: = n/2 + 1 is a prime;
thus we have Mnlp-Mn_x and
Sn = V p = MnSn.Jp = M,,-^-!.
Since n ^ r ,
n-connected
^ a j j .
H2n+\Y[2n -

X is a connected n-fold loop space, i.e. X — QnY for some
CW-complex Y. Let us define G := nxX = Jin+1Y and M: =
The ^-invariants kn+\X) eHn+\X[n - 1];M) and k2n+\Y) e
1]; M) are related by
{o*)n(k2n+\Y))

=

kn+\X),

where (a*)" is the n-fold iterated cohomology suspension [9, p. 438].
Now let <j> denote the Postnikov section Y[2n - l]-» Y[n + 1] = K(G, n + 1)
and F the fibre of (p. The space F has only finitely many non-trivial homotopy
groups: F is (n + l)-connected and JT,F = 0 for i > 2n — 1. It then follows from
Lemma 1.4 and the universal coefficient theorem that S n _ 1 // 2 " +1 (F; M) = 0. The
Serre spectral sequence of this fibration gives us the exact sequence
H2n+\K(G, n + l);M) -^-> H2n+l(Y[2n - 1]; M)

> H2n+\F; M).

Consequently, Sn_i&2"+1(Y) belongs to the image of <p*; let x be an element of
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2n+1

H (K(G,n + l);M) satisfying 0*(x) = 5n_jJt2"+1(Y). Let us look at the
commutative diagram
H2n+\K(G,

n + l);M)

Hn+\K(G,

*" > # 2 " +1 (Y[2« - 1]; At)

1); M) i ? ^ » //"+1(A-[n - 1]; At)

We have proved in [3, Proposition 3.1] that Mn^(o*)n(x)
M). Therefore we conclude:
•U" + 1 (*) = Mn_xSn^kn+\X)

= 0 in Hn+\K{G, 1);

= M^S^Ca*)"^2"*1^))

= M ^ a T C ^ M ) = (Q"ct>r(Mn^(a*r(x)) = 0.
COROLLARY

2.5. If X is a connected infinite loop space, then
Snkn+1(X) = 0 for all

n^2.

The next result asserts that the integer Sn involved in Theorem 2.4 is the "best
possible" upper bound (in the same sense as above) for the order of the
it-invariant k"+1(X) when X ranges over all connected r-fold loop spaces,
assuming 2 ^ n %. r.
THEOREM 2.6. Let n=2 be a given integer. For each prime number p dividing
Sn, there exists a connected infinite loop space X such that its k-invariant k"+1(X)
is a cohomology class of order p in Hn+1(X[n — 1]; nnX).

Proof. Let p be a prime dividing Sn and let us define s : = n — 1p + 3. Since
p <n/2 + 1, we have the inequality s=2 and we may use the method introduced
in the proof of Theorem 2.1 in order to construct a connected infinite loop space
X with a unique A>invariant kn+\X) of order p in Hn+1(X[n - 1]; nnX).
3. Relationships between algebraic /f-theory and linear group homology
The A:-invariants of a connected simple CW-complex X explain, in some sense,
how the space X may be built up, up to homotopy type, out of EilenbergMacLane spaces: the vanishing of kn+l{X) in Hn+\X[n - 1]; nnX) implies, for
instance, the existence of a homotopy equivalence X[n] — X[n — 1] x K(nnX, n)
and, therefore, of a map f:X—>K(nnX, n) which induces an isomorphism on
nnX\ a direct consequence of this is that the Hurewicz homomorphism
is split injective (cf. also [6, Corollary 1.3]).
Hu: JtnX^Hn(X;Z)
The purpose of this section is to generalise these results: the fact that a space X
has a k-invariant of finite order may also help us to understand the Hurewicz
In particular, we obtain information on
homomorphism Hu: JI*X^>H*(X;Z).
this homomorphism when X is an iterated loop space.
LEMMA 3.1. Let X be a connected simple CW-complex and assume that the
k-invariant kn+l(X) is a cohomology class of finite order s in Hn+l(X[n - 1];
nnX). Then
(a) there exists a map f: X—> K(nnX, n) such that the induced homomorphism
/*: nnX—* nnX is multiplication by s;
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(b) the Hurewicz homomorphism Hu: Jtn(X;Z[l/s]) —*Hn(X; Z[l/s]) is split
injective.
Proof. Part (a) is proved in [2, Lemma 4]. Because the map / induces an
isomorphism /*: itn{X; Z[\/s]) -=-+ Jtn(K(nnX, n); Z[l/s]), the composition
JSL* Hn(x;
is also an isomorphism and Hu maps jin(X;Z[l/s])
summand of Hn(X; Z[l/s]): this gives (b).

, n);
injectively onto a direct

Remark 3.2. When one considers a ^-invariant of finite order, it is now clear,
in view of assertion (b) of this lemma, that it is actually sufficient to know all
prime divisors of its order (the exact order itself is not necessary for the
applications developed in this section).
If X is an m -connected space (with abelian fundamental group if m = 0), the
Hurewicz homomorphism Hu: jtm+iX—> Hm+1(X;Z) is an isomorphism. If we
restrict our attention to iterated loop spaces, it is then easy to deduce the
following result on the Hurewicz homomorphism in higher dimensions.
THEOREM 3.3. If X is an m-connected r-fold loop space (with m ^ O , r ^ O ,
m + r ^ 2), then
(a) the Hurewicz homomorphism Hu: nn(X;Z[l/Mn^m])^Hn(X;
Z[l/Mn_m])
is split injective for m +2^n^r
+ 2m, if m ^ 1;
(b) Hu: nn(X;Z[\lMn_,\)-»Hn{X;Z[l/Mn^])
is split injective forl^n^r,
if
w = 0.

Proof. Observe that Z[l/5 n _ m ] = Z[l/Mn_m] and Z[l/5 n ] = Z[1/M,,_1], since
Mn_OT (respectively Mn_j) is the product of all primes dividing Sn_m (respectively
Sn). According to the previous lemma, assertions (a) and (b) follow directly from
Theorems 1.6 and 2.4.
Finally, let R be a ring with identity, GL(R) its infinite general linear group,
E(R) the subgroup of GL(R) generated by elementary matrices and St(R) the
infinite Steinberg group of R. By performing the plus construction on the
classifying spaces of these groups, we obtain the spaces BGL(R)+, BE(R)+ and
BSt(R)+. Recall that BE(R)+ is the universal cover of BGL{R)+ (cf. [5,
Proposition 1.1.7]) and that the canonical homomorphism St(R)^> E(R) whose
kernel is K2R induces a fibration BSt(R)+ -» BE(R)+ whose fibre is K(K2R, 1)
(cf. [5, Theoreme 1.3.5]); in particular BSt(R)+ is 2-connected and JtnBSt(R)+ =
jtnBE(R)+
forn^3.
The algebraic K-theory of R is defined by KnR:= nnBGL{R)+, for n ^ l ;
notice that KnR = nnBE{R)+ if n ^ 2 and KnR = jznBSt(R)+ if n g 3. One has
clearly: ^ i ? = //,(GL(«); Z), K2RsH2(E(R);Z)
and K3R = H3(St(R);Z).
Because the spaces BGL(R)+, BE(R)+ and BSt(R)+ are infinite loop spaces [8],
the previous theorem describes the relations between algebraic X-theory and
homology, in higher dimensions:
COROLLARY

3.4. (a) The Hurewicz homomorphism Hu: Arn(i?;Z[l/Mn_!])—*
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Hn(GL(R); Z[l/Mn_!]) is split injective for « ^ 2 ;
(b) Hu: Kn(R; Z[l/M n _!])->i/ n (£(/?); Z[l/Mn_!]) is sp/if injective for n §
(c) Hu: *„(/?; Z[l/M w _ 2 ])^/f n (5f(«); Z[l/Mn_2]) is sp/if injective for n^
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